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STyle black lips with nadine
Step 1 0f 7
Start lips off by conditioning them with Lip Conditioner SPF 15.
Lip Conditioner SPF 15
316 Lip Brush/Covered Brush

Step 2 0f 7
Shape and fill in the lips with a neutral lip pencil. This provides a base for the
lipstick color to build upon and allows for easy application. Follow with a dark berry
lip pencil to build color. Flatten the tip of the pencil with your fingers for a sharp
edge and allows you to color in the lips from the edges.
Lip Pencil - Oak
Lip Pencil - Currant

Step 3 0f 7
Define the shape of the lips and clean up edges with Studio Fix Plus Powder and
an angled brush. This provides a “safety line” barrier and prevents the lipstick
colour from bleeding.
Studio Fix Powder Plus
266 Small Angled Brush
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Step 4 0f 7
Continue with your berry lip liner to fill in and build the dark lip. Follow-up with lip
conditioner applied with an angled brush. This will let additional layers slide on
more easily.
Lip Pencil - Currant
Lip Conditioner SPF 15

Step 5 0f 7
To add more drama and edge, apply a black pencil. Start from the corners and
move inwards on the lower lip, start in center of top lip and work out.
Eye Pencil - Ebony
212 Flat Definer Brush

Step 6 0f 7
Brush on a dark, matte black lipstick over the lip pencil. This will add more opacity.
Follow with your black lipstick. This is where you will finally build the shape of your
lip, making it as full as you want it to be. Any corrections can be made with Studio
Fix Plus Powder.
Mattene Lipstick - Midnight Media
Lipstick - Black Knight
231 Small Shader Brush
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Step 7 0f 7
End with your black lip gloss which will give a high gloss to your lips. Blend out
with a brush.
Glimmerglass - Blackware
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style black eyes with nadine
Step 1 0f 3
Take this look to the street with Eye Kohl on upper and lower lash line, then
smudge and slightly smoke the lid with fingers and a fluffy eye brush. The less
“perfect” it looks, the better!
Eye Kohl - Smolder
224 Tapered Blending Brush

Step 2 0f 3
Apply eye liner to the corner and bottom lash line with a dark eye kohl. Blend out
slightly with your eye brush.
Eye Kohl - Smolder
219 Pencil Brush

Step 3 0f 3
Add more drama by applying Eye Kohl to the lid, followed by Clear Gloss. Add on
with a flat edged brush and smear with fingers for a more textured effect. It’s not
about being perfect! Finish off this look with a generous coat of mascara in black.
Eye Kohl - Smolder
Clear Gloss - Clear
Dazzle lash - Blackdazzle

